Voyage through Russian Arctic to North Pole (20 Jun-01 Jul 14)
The world’s most powerful icebreaker at 75,000 shaft horsepower is the nuclear powered ‘50 Let
Pobedy‘ or ’50 Years of Victory’1 which is home ported in Murmansk, Russia along with the four other
nuclear icebreakers. These engineering marvels form part of the “Rosatom Flot” or Russian Atomic
Fleet.
The power of this vessel can only truly be appreciated by seeing it in action in serious ice covered
waters. In fact for some passengers it was the chance to see this world leading icebreaker in action that
was the draw of this trip rather than getting to the North Pole.
During the off season for the ’50 Years of Victory’, i.e. the summer, it’s currently hired out to make
tourist voyages to the North Pole. The Russians have the only icebreakers powerful enough to make
that voyage on a predictable basis allowing scheduled tours to be reliably planned. The summer of 2015
is the last year that ’50 Years of Victory’ will be making these tourism trips since this icebreaker has
been recalled for summertime duties escorting commercial vessels making the voyage on the Northern
Sea Route (NSR) that links China to Europe via the Northeast Passage. The NSR cuts two weeks off the
transit time from China to Europe via the Suez Canal and avoids any threat from Somali pirates with the
associated insurance costs.
To get to Murmansk, the tour company charters a flight from Helsinki, Finland to Murmansk. However
even though we stayed at the Hilton right next to the terminal in Helsinki, we’re up at 0230 hours on 20
June to catch our Finnair charter to Murmansk at 0645 hours.

Hilton at airport
1

It was to have been launched in 1996 (50 years after the defeat of Nazism in WWII) but the collapse of the Soviet
Union and a fire onboard whilst in the Baltic Shipyards in Saint Petersburg delayed its launch until 2007.
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Hallway in Hilton lobby

With boarding pass to Murmansk in pocket at Finnair charter counter
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Approaching Murmansk

Greeted by Russian border guards at Murmansk airport
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Our group entering immigration hall for international arrivals

Our group waiting to pass through passport control – took an hour to get through
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Chinese passenger’s dazzling shoes

One of our buses arriving at icebreaker ’50 Years of Victory’ from Murmansk airport
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My shared twin cabin onboard ’50 Years of Victory’

View inside cabin – hurray my roommate from India chose the sofa bed!
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Soviet-era short takeoff & landing carrier seen through hole on bow of ’50 Years of Victory’

Old Soviet-era Mi-2 helicopter on stern of ’50 Years of Victory’ (offers rides to tourists)
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Tugs confer about how to pull out the ’50 Years of Victory’

Tug at bow readying to pull out the ’50 Years of Victory’
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Tug pulling out the stern of icebreaker

Passing by “Arctika” one of several tied up nuclear icebreakers – Canada should buy one 
The “Arctika” is one of several decommissioned nuclear icebreakers that are tied up along the shoreline
near Murmansk since the expense of removing the radioactive machinery is huge and not required as
long as these ships remain afloat. Given the very strong hulls of these nuclear icebreakers, they’ll
probably be afloat for a very long time.
In a crew room, I saw the hammer and sickle symbol of Communism in Russia. The crewman told me
that it came from the “Arctika” and was a good symbol of the working people then snapped my photo.
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Even Communists use Microsoft Windows!

A multitude of gulls looking for food in icebreaker’s wake when sailing towards Barents Sea
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Two giant access hatches atop the twin nuclear reactors (note the radiation warning symbol)

The “Door of No Return” – radiation hazard behind door!
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Reactor room (picture taken through thick glass)

Three of five technicians in reactor control room
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Doors open to cooling vents (reactors need lots of cooling)

Russian flag over relief of polar bear on icebreaker’s main vent stack
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Giant replacement blade for icebreaker’s props is stored on deck (can be replaced at sea by divers!)

Two foot diameter shaft turning 1 of 3 four-bladed propellers
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Steam turbines that drive electric generators (steam superheated by water circulating in reactors)

Lonely sailor in the monitoring room in the turbine hall
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One of 4 giant pistons in the steering gear that are used to turn the massive rudder

Inboard portion of giant rudder
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Crossing the Barents Sea

Simultaneous view through the bridge and back towards the stern
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View across the very wide bridge

Officer of the Watch 
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Stern goes up in heavy swells (note position of rear hand railing against horizon)

Stern goes down in heavy swells (note position of rear railing)
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’50 Years of Victory’ powering through the swells at 15 knots (many tourists were seasick)

The icebreaker‘s direct route across the Barents Sea to Franz Josef Land
There were always things to do in the course of the day including attending lectures. However my
favourite activity was standing out on the deck above the bridge watching the passing scene. The gym
and pool provided a welcome break from watching.
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The ship’s mini-gym overlooks …

… the volleyball/basketball court.
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The small pool
The small pool was only filled with desalinated water once we were in the ice and the icebreaker was
not pitching about. There was also a sauna beside the pool but I found it not that hot. However, on my
3rd visit to the ‘sauna’ I realized that the door marked ‘Cayha’ was to the sauna and I was in the shower
room! The temperature in the ‘Cayha’ was very hot with the wooden surfaces too hot to touch
comfortably. There was a thermometer in the sauna that measured something at 135oC.

Welcome by Captain Valentin Davydyants
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Being the captain of the ‘50 Let Pobedy‘ is the most prestigious captaincy in the Russian merchant navy
since the ‘50 Let Pobedy‘ is the most powerful icebreaker in the world.

Meeting with the captain to discuss the best route to the North Pole 

Corridor of cabins leading to outside and the midnight sun
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Sun still out at 1035 PM on summer solstice day
The good news upon entering the ice was that the pitching motion encountered in open water stopped.
The bad news was that it was replaced by what amounted to a constant jerking motion and vibrations as
the icebreaker powered through serious ice. The motion and the sounds in the ship were very close to
that caused by severe air turbulence when in a jetliner. In fact if it were happening on an airline, the
seatbelt warning light would be on all the time!
The vibrations when breaking thick ice were so strong at times that when in the swimming pool that I
could feel the strong vibrations transmitted through the water striking my chest. These vibrations felt
like someone was thumping on my chest à la CPR.
The vibrations were also of concern to those with hard disk drives (HDD) in their computers as they were
afraid that the strong vibrations would cause head crashes. Fortunately that was not a concern for me
as I had replaced my HDD with a solid state drive (SSD) years ago.
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Casually pushing through 1.5m thick ice

Stern view of path through the ice
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Helmsman wearing shades at 10 PM (24 hour sun at this time of year)

Masked Chinese tourist (40% of passengers are Chinese)
We frequently crossed polar bear tracks, some fresh and some old, so it was obvious that there were
bears about. On the other hand the number of tracks seen without sighting a bear means that they
must traverse a large surface area to find seals – the bears’ meal of choice.
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We frequently crossed polar bear tracks

Female polar bear sighted
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Some used their tablet to capture the moment while …

… others used somewhat more purpose-built cameras!
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Icy view out of our cabin portholes

Another polar bear swimming away from ship
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A pair of bears in the distance

Those with long lens could get good shots of the bears
Whilst in the ice, we could not stop at polar bear sightings since the reactors were running near full
power and could not simply be throttled back at a moment’s notice so their power had to be dumped
into the propulsion system.
There were two short flightseeing helicopter trip included during the voyage to see the icebreaker in
action or you could rent the helicopter at US $2000/hour. The 20 year old Mi-2 helicopter was only
allowed to take 5 passengers at a go. As there were 12 groups of ten at 15 minutes per trip it would
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take a minimum of 3 hours for everyone to have a flight. Unfortunately the weather in the afternoon
was marginal so after three groups the helicopter operation was shut down and resumed late in the
evening with a marked improvement in the weather (there is 24 hours of sunlight at this time of year).
However just before our group was to go, the fog closed in and we were grounded 

Ship’s helicopter taking passengers around ship to see it in action

Mi-2 helicopter flightseeing with passengers in a spell of sunny conditions
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Our flight cancelled due to fog 

All dressed for cancelled flight – bummer!
While waiting for the weather to improve, the ship’s crew held a Neptune ceremony to ask Neptune to
permit us to visit the North Pole. The ship’s captain offered Neptune a bottle of vodka and he agreed to
allow us to visit the pole!
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The captain gave Neptune a bottle of vodka and Neptune gave the captain the key to the North Pole

Having a one-on-one chat with Neptune about this getting to the North Pole thing
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The bow with Russian double-headed eagle plowing through ice up to 2m thick at 15 knots!

Standing on a very cold bow @ 0615 AM
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Watching at bow as leads are opened

Breaking ice in under a hot sun!
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Slabs of easily broken 2m thick ice forced up and out of the sea slides pass the side of hull
The following morning helicopter flights resumed and we dressed up and went down to await our turn
but after a few flights, there was fog and again our flight was cancelled. After a wait of a couple of
hours, flying resumed but for how long?

Ready again for a helicopter flight and hoping that it wouldn’t be cancelled yet again
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Waiting for helicopter to land on stern before boarding it for flight
Fortunately this time our flight lifted off and we were lucky enough to get excellent views of ’50 Years of
Victory’ sailing both in open water and through ice covered water.

’50 Years of Victory’ profiting from large open lead (bubbler system clearly in operation)
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View from our helicopter of the ’50 Years of Victory’ relentlessly plowing through ice at 14 knots
Note: The giant white Cyrillic writing on the ship’s side says “Rosatom Flot” or Russian Atomic Fleet.
There is also a yellow atom symbol before the Cyrillic letter ‘P’.

Me filming the helicopter returning to helipad on stern of ship
Since the weather was generally very sunny, a second round of flights was started immediately and
finally our turn came and we went out to wait on the helipad but the helicopter returned and the pilot
announced that it was too foggy so we went to have lunch. After some 20 minutes at lunch it was
announced that flying operations were resuming so I immediately dropped my utensils and left lunch.
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At last this time the helicopter flew and I was in the best seat up front! From about 1,500 feet we could
see the icebreaker sailing along in an open lead and then heading into the ice without slowing down.

Ice 1-2 meters thick broken and then tossed out of water!

The ship’s wake quickly fills back in - the large size of the ice blocks created is impressive
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Let’s have a party as it’s 10 PM and only 40 miles to go to the North Pole!

Track left by icebreaker after backing up and changing course due to heavy ice
The whole boat and all decks vibrated significantly when breaking heavy ice. It’s like experiencing
severe airplane turbulence or perhaps more apt like driving down an ungraded and rutted gravel road at
full speed in an old farm truck with everything shaking about. In fact around the ship, there were the
occasional screws and washers lying on the deck that had obviously worked loose from something due
to the unceasing vibrations when breaking heavy ice.
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’50 Years of Victory’ took the Olympic Torch to the North Pole prior to the Sochi Olympic Games

Captain on the bridge closing in on the North Pole
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Excited crowd as we reach the North Pole at 0400 AM
Finally at about 4 AM we reached the North Pole and unusually the ice conditions were solid enough
that the captain could park the ship there for our day’s activities on the ice which included a hike, a BBQ
lunch, a polar plunge and an optional tethered balloon ride beside the ship.

Bow print of icebreaker left at geographic North Pole as captain repositions
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The lonely phone booth at North Pole!

The ATOMic icebreaker at the North Pole (note the North Pole sign at foot of gangplank)
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Large ice blocks casually thrown aside at the stern

At the North Pole a nod to St. Mary’s Catholic School in Deep River, Ontario, Canada
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Pulling the ship the final few yards to be precisely on the North Pole 

One of two big 9 ton anchors for a big ship
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The forged prow and stainless steel on armoured ice belt at the waterline

Polar bear guard in icy landscape
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Noon day summer sun at North Pole

Balloon flights at North Pole!
I took an optional 5 minute tethered balloon flight at the pole but at US $295, it was not cheap. This
ride is clearly a spirit of place thing since our balloon flights at Sedona, Luxor and the Serengeti were
much more rewarding and much longer for the same price.
With 5 people squeezed into the small basket, it makes for a very tight fit and tethering means that the
balloon cannot be rotated so you may end up on the wrong side of the basket to easily see the ship.
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’50 Years of Victory’ from the balloon
We were told that our balloon flight at the North Pole was the most northern commercial flight in
history! There cannot be anything more northern as all other places on earth are south of there. In the
past, the ship had to move a bit further south to find a suitable ice surface for off vessel activities.

Icy polar plunge area at stern of icebreaker
I exercised the option of taking a polar plunge and it proved to be a very chilly experience. I wore my
bathing suit under a terry bathrobe down to the open water at the stern of the icebreaker where I had
to await my turn for about 10 minutes. Surprisingly the air temperature was not an immediate issue. I
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wore both my eyeglasses and an Actioncam on a headstrap to record my intimate meeting with the
polar sea. This was a mistake as both came off when I jumped in or perhaps the mistake was jumping in
rather than climbing down the ladder as others had done. In any event, I was lucky not to lose both.
The water was impressively cold. Later back in my cabin, it dawned on me that I forgot to put my brand
new Actioncam in its waterproof case so I was just lucky that this splashproof camera survived its time
under the polar sea.

During my polar plunge, it was touch and go whether I’d lose both my glasses and Actioncam 
After the plunge, I dried off and re-donned my terry robe before downing a shot of Russian vodka and
then stopping at the stern of the icebreaker to take some photographs of the V-notch where an
escorted ship can be winched into for towing in heavy ice. Reboarding our powerful ship I had a nice hot
shower afterwhich I returned on the ice for the BBQ lunch and some final photographs.
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A shot of Russian vodka to celebrate having survived the polar plunge

With the weather closing in, it was time to leave this remote and desolate place
I wanted to see the ship leaving the North Pole so I asked an officer on the bridge when it would leave
and he replied “Soon”. I inquired further asking if that meant “5 or 10 minutes” and he replied with
finality “When the captain decides”. The helmsman was nice enough to tell me that the ship would be
moving astern “when the captain decides”. With this tidbit of information, I knew where to position
myself to see the ship’s departure from the Pole.
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’50 Years of Victory’ plowing through 1m thick ice due south towards Franz Josef Land

The Arctic Ocean has patches of open water which are used if congruous with the ship’s course
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Remainders of home in our cabin

The meals were uniformly good and well presented
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Polar Plunge and Ballooning certificates for my resume 
Having arrived at the northern islands in Franz Josef Land and soon spotted a group of walruses packed
like sardines on a small iceflow. As we slowly passed by, the group slid back into the water and then
their stench hit us as the iceflow was covered in walrus feces.

Walruses in Franz Josef Land
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Sony employee with 4K video recorder and latest Sony pocket camera 

Taking people ashore to Cape Norway on Jackson Island in Franz Josef Land at 10 PM
We landed at 10 PM and returned to the ship about 0015 hours but due to the 24 hour sunlight, this was
not an issue that prevented us from seeing the flora and fauna at the site.
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Mother walrus with calf offshore at landing site hold up Zodiac landings

Close-up of mother walrus with calf
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Tiny purple saxifrage flowers (note size of boot in lower frame)

The polar bear guards bring some serious firepower ashore
The following morning we were in Tikhaya Bukta (Calm Bay) on Hooker Island to visit the early Russian
polar station “Georgiy Sedov”. This station has lots of abandoned wooden buildings and is now only
manned in the summer months by biologists. However, the ice cover was too heavy for Zodiac landings
and too much fog for tourist helicopter operation so we just stood by while the Russians transferred two
tons of resupplies to their station via helicopter.
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Early Russian polar station “Georgiy Sedov” on Tikhaya Bukta (Calm Bay)

Russians transferred two tons of resupplies to their polar station
With the supplies offloaded, we next sailed to Rubini Rock to see its cliffs full of kittiwakes and
guillemots – the most abundant nesting bird colony in Franz Josef Land. It was amazing to see how close
to the cliffs the captain would bring his large ship.
Rubini Rock is a volcanic plug made of basaltic columns à la Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland. It was
named by a 19th century explorer after his favourite female Italian opera singer of the time.
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Stopped very close to Rubini Rock for seabird viewing

Track left by ship as it backs way from Rubini Rock
Shortly after leaving the rock, we saw a polar bear well in the distance hunting seals on a vast expanse of
flat sea ice. There were five seals that were widely separated and the bear stalked each seal in turn but
in all cases the seals slipped under the ice via its breathing hole as the bear approached. With no more
seals visible, the naturally curious bear walked right up beside our ship and lay down for a spell under
finally getting up and sauntering off. The tourist cameras onboard were clicking way furiously to capture
this close encounter.
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Seal at a breathing hole being stalked by polar bear

Polar bear rears up to get a better look at passengers on ship
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Polar bear lies down beside ship
Our final stop of the day was a Cape Flora on Northbrook Island to see an old explorers’ camp and the
seabird cliffs. We made to ship-to-shore transfer via the Mi-2 helicopter which took about 6 hours to
get everyone there and back since the helicopter only carries 5 passengers at a go.

Flying over to Cape Flora in the Mi-2 helicopter
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The helicopter takes off having just dropped off 5 passengers

The helicopter flies back to the icebreaker to transfer more passengers
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A pair of nesting gulls on Cape Flora

Grandson of a ship’s officer wearing a Russian-style hat with a North Pole crest
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19th century explorers’ tinned goods probably past their “best before” date 

Russian Orthodox cross on Cape Flora
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Farewell to Cape Flora and Franz Josef Land as we head south across Barents Sea to Murmansk

Watching birds fly past whilst crossing a calm Barents Sea
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Tug pushing hard to get the icebreaker alongside the pier at Murmansk

Passengers disembarking at Murmansk
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Giant statue in Murmansk to commemorate the victory in the Great Patriotic War (1941-1945)

At Murmansk airport waiting to fly back to Helsinki
In conclusion, this was truly a trip wherein the journey was more important than the destination, i.e. the
North Pole. The principal reason for this was the opportunity to see ‘50 Let Pobedy‘ (’50 Years of
Victory’), the world’s most powerful icebreaker, in action against serious ice.
It is unfortunate that Canada, an Arctic country, will not get serious and build icebreakers powerful
enough to protect its Arctic sovereignty claims. Without such a commitment it is hard to understand
why other countries would take Canada’s claims seriously.
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